
As the first UFS2.2 embedded memory chip from YMTC, driven by Xtacking® Gen 2 TLC 3D NAND technology,UC114 is 
a highly cost-effective and reliable product with excellent performance and compatibility with the latest technical standards 
JEDEC UFS 2.2. It is able to provide higher storage speed, more luxuriant audio-visual enjoyment, and more fluent usage 
experience for end-users on the mobile phones, TVs and other intelligent terminal devices. 

UC114
32GB 64GB 128GB 256GB

Key Features
Diversity product portfolios 
to offer more options

An intergrated embedded solution design for 
medium and high-end terminal products, 
offering diversified product portfolios.

The user experience is improved
by strong performance

Besides Write-Booster technology, 
HPB2.0 is added to YMTC UFS2.2 as 
well, which accelerate the speed of 
read and write obviously, improving 
performance in an all-round way.

Especially the capacity of sequential 
read that outperforms similar products.

Capacities range from 32GB, 64GB, 128GB 
to 256GB to meet the demands in the 
mainstream market.

Applicable Scenarios

Enabling the setup and startup of 
applications with a first-mover advantage

Offering the thumbnail of photos in the album
for a shorter loading time and faster browsing

Copying/compressing/decompressing large files
with a higher speed and skip long waiting

Quickly loading games with less time-lag
and smoother video display

Fleetly decoding high-defination videos
for mass content and better displays

Writing burst photos more quickly
for more snapshots in a second

The arrival of 5G era, the continuous developing AI technology and the accelerate popularization of IoT drive the demand 
of more advanced flash memory solutions among intelligent terminal devices.Besides high speed, massive capacity and 
smooth operation without lag, the demand about strong processing ability of flash memory chips from users is steadily on 
the increase.

With the benefits of UFS+LPDDR portfolios and an increasingly mature market, UC114, YMTC embedded memory chip, is 
able to satisfy users who require relative high performance and being sensitive to price. 

UC114

Long-term cooperation with the clients 
to tap into the potential for development 
together.

Verified by various platforms with strong 
compatibility and in wide applications.

UC114, a UFS 2.2 Product Driven by Xtacking® 3D NAND Technology

High-quality chips manufactured by original 
manufacturer with a stable supply chain.

Prompt, professional and efficient tech-
nical support for the clients.

0riginal manufacturer ensures 
a stable supply



Test environment: Device performance is tested in SLC mode on YMTC internal development board (without OS overhead).

Vertical Interconnect Accesses

Specifications

Architectural features

Yangtze Memory Technologies Co., Ltd

Address: No.88, Weilai Third Road, East Lake High-tech 
Development Zone, Wuhan, Hubei Province, China
Email: YMTC@ymtc.com

Yangtze Memory Technologies, Yangtze Memory, YMTC, YM logo, 
and Xtacking® are trademarks of Yangtze Memory Technologies or 
its subsidiaries in China and/or other countries/regions.

YMTC has gained the QC080000 hazardous 
substances management system certification, and its 
products meet the requirements of RoHS regulations.

www.ymtc.com

Architectural Features of Xtacking®

Technological innovations

High performance

Higher I/O speed
Higher throughput
Lower power consumption

High Density

Smaller die size
Higher bit density
Higher R&D and production efficiency

High Quality

Mature processing and rich R&D experience
Strict testing & verification standards
All test results meet industry standard

Capacity 32GB 64GB

1000

260 500

-25~85℃

BGA-153,
11.5x13.0x1.2mm³ 

BGA-153,
11.5x13.0x1.0mm³ 

1000

900

1000

130

480

2.2

3.X

1.6X

VCC: 3.3V，VCCQ2: 1.8V

128GB 256GB

UFS Protocol

M-PHY Interface

UniPro Protocol

Working Voltage (V)

Sequential Read (MB/s)

Sequential Write (MB/s)
(Write Booster Mode)

60 120 23030Sequential Write (MB/s)

Working Temperature (°C )

Dimension for Encapsulation
(length × width × height)

YMUS6A4TB1A2C1 YMUS7A4TB2A2C1 YMUS8A4TB3A2C1 YMUS9A4TB4A2C1Specifications

Independent processing of CMOS 
wafer and memory cell wafer on 

separated wafers

Wafer bonding processing with millions of 
metal VIAs*

CMOS wafer NAND memory cell wafer CMOS wafer and memory cell wafer bonded 
together into one wafer


